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 Drain and Overflow Kit 
 

Do you have a brand new tub with old drain finishes? Over time tubs can rust, crack, and look warn 

down which is why individuals get them refinished. The tub’s drain and overflow pieces also get rusted 

and begin to leak. This Drain and Overflow Kit will look better than your old drain and reduce the water 

leaking. 

The installation of this Drain and Overflow Kit is much less expensive than having a plumber install a new 

drain. A plumber would have to disrupt the existing pipes which would cause pipes breaking or other 

unexpected problems. Most plumbers charge over $100.00 an hour to change your drain. This can take 

several hours to sometimes days if problems occur. This simple solution can be an easy fix with no 

plumber. This overflow kit is an easy, less than fifteen minute installation! The gasket will re-direct water 

that helps eliminate possible leakage which would create rust and rot.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Only $65.00 for this easy, no hassle, no problems, no mess kit!!! 

 Available in chrome (most popular), brushed nickel and oil rubbed bronze.  

 

Installation steps to be done once refinished surface is dry. 

(Fox Valley Bathtub will remove the cover and bracket.  Do not put original back) 

 

Homeowner to follow the below steps: 

1) Insert the blue leak-proof gasket into the overflow pipe. 

2) Tighten the bracket and blue leak-proof gasket with screws. 

3) Fasten the new overflow cover. Tighten it with the cover screw. 

4) Unthread the old stopper. Remove it from the drain. 

5) Place the silicon sealant (in moderation) on the surface of the old drain. Place the new trim 

flange on the old drain. Apply pressure to flatten the new trim. Remove the unnecessary silicon 

sealant from the edge of the trim flange.   

6) Leave the drain untouched for at least 12 hours until the silicon sealant is fully cured. 


